Compact lectern with so many integration possibilities, the LINK Lectern adds a unique charm to the classroom.

The Link
Between instructor and technology

Charming and Effective

Easy Integration
- Audience side and instructor side locking doors simplifies integration
- Front and optional rear rack rail will manage all of your multimedia equipment
- Accommodates optional Overbridge Control Console™ (OCC)

Quality Design
- Front and rear door with double-bolt lock provides security and prevents tampering
- Both the front and rear doors have a 3/4" space at the bottom to exit cables when using the optional cord reel kit
- Instructor door has a smoked acrylic panel allowing use of remote control

Simply Functional
- Opens up easily and locks up tight when not in use
- Accommodates optional Overbridge Control Console™ (OCC)
- Comes with casters or toe-kick base
- Adjustable keyboard tray provides ergonomic comfort

Bench-Mark Construction
- Cabinet frame and doors are all steel construction protected by a powder coat finish
- Stylish, smooth corners provide a stylish feel and protect the cart and students
- Ventilation provides "chimney effect" airflow keeping equipment cool
- Hi-capacity heavy duty casters or twin wheels allow you to position the LINK wherever you need it most
POPULAR OPTIONS

1. 95512 FLAT PANEL MONITOR ARM
   Easily adjustable LCD screen positioning

2. 55132 LINK HANDLE
   The handle can be mounted on the right or left side.
   (Handle and shelf cannot be mounted on same side)

3. 97505 RACK MOUNT PULL-OUT SHELF
   Holds up to 50 lb with easy access

4. 97504 RACK MOUNT CANTILEVER SHELF
   Provides robust 50 lb weight capacity

5. 55140 FLIP-UP SHELF
   Handy shelf adds worksurface when needed

6. 99041 SECLUSION POWER MODULE
   AC and USB power right where you need it

7. 99037 UNIVERSAL CORD REEL KIT
   Retracts cord for storage when not in use (UL Listed)

8. 55134 36" REAR RACK RAIL KIT
   Adds 15 rack units

9. 55139 42" REAR RACK RAIL KIT
   Adds 19 rack units

DESIGN SPECS

LECTERN DIMENSIONS
42"H x 35½"W x 29½"D (to worksurface)
36"H x 35½"W x 29½"D (to worksurface)

RACK UNITS
42" Lectern - 15 standard rack units, 34 rack units with optional rear rack
36" Lectern - 12 standard rack units, 27 rack units with optional rear rack

OVERBRIDGE CONTROL CONSOLE™ (OCC)
Allows tidy positioning of top-access third-party controllers
Reduces center workspace to 16½" D

BASE CHOICES
4" swivel locking Heavy-Duty (HD) casters, 3" swivel locking Twin-Wheel (TW) casters, and Toe Kick (TK)

COLORS
Standard color combinations
- Wild Cherry & Black (CHB)
- Fusion Maple & Black (FMB)

AVAILABLE MODELS

55116 42" LINK Lectern
55117 36" LINK Lectern
55283 36" LINK with Overbridge Control Console™ (OCC)
55284 42" LINK with Overbridge Control Console™ (OCC)

96504 B Overbridge Control Console™ Insert Panel
Blank must be ordered separately and includes up to 2 cutouts (specify position and size)

Product ships mostly assembled